
Quickly Migrate to ARAS Innovator with the Leading Migration 
Platform for the Discrete Manufacturing Industry
The Official Toolkit Built Exclusively for ARAS Innovator
The digital landscape is changing fast. Increasing amounts of data are 
being processed at once while systems technology evolves at an 
accelerating pace.

Across all industries, from Aerospace & Defense to Automotive, High-
Tech, Business Services, Transportation and Mobility, Shipbuilding, and 
more, the need to migrate towards an innovative, collaborative, and 
intelligent system is paramount to your continued success. 

Enter ARAS Innovator, the platform enabling you to manage your 
multi-site manufacturing and product development so you can 
connect your supply chains and centralize product design ultimately 
increasing your productivity, collaboration, and time to market.

Now that you're ready to move forward from your existing system 
landscape to ARAS Innovator, you'll need a platform built specifically  
to help move data from your system quickly, efficiently, and securely 
to the new platform.

Migrate to ARAS Innovator
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The tool most commonly chosen by seasoned professionals in the discrete manufacturing industry is PROSTEP's OpenPDM Migrate.

OpenPDM Migrate gives you the ability to quickly migrate not only individual parts, BOMs, and documents, but also complex product structures 
and more to ARAS Innovator.  Further, with bi-directional data flow, the solution gives you the ability to migrate using the method of your 
choice - big bang/all at once, incremental, phased, or co-existence migration.

With customized key-performance indicator reporting and full transparency through all processes, your migration is GUARANTEED to be  
smooth, quick, reliable, and error free within project scope, time, and budget.

3 Reasons to Use OpenPDM Migrate for Your ARAS Innovator Migration
•

•

•

Our out-of-the-box connectors connect to virtually any system and easily convert and transfer 

your data to the ARAS Innovator platform, giving you a hassle-free approach to data 

migration.

With bi-directional data flow and connectors 100% compatible with ALL ARAS Innovator 
objects, OpenPDM Migrate enables you to migrate data at your own pace, using your own 
migration strategy - big bang, phased, co-existence.

Proven technology with over 25+ years of experience in data migrations -  As a leading ARAS 

partner, you can rest assured that we guarantee your migration to be certified and maintained 

using standards and technologies built by the strength of our ARAS partnership.
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• Merger and Acquisition - The PLM landscape can get large and complex with bigger companies.  As

such, if you're facing a situation where you need to consolidate your data gradually, step-by-step,

OpenPDM Migrate and the PROSTEP team can assist by giving you the best advice and support

when designing your joint PLM infrastructure to harmonize your heterogeneous landscape.

• System end-of-life, replacement, or upgrade - Numerous factors can affect the decisions to be made
when a company decides to replace their PLM system. The task of a data migration can be so complex
that your own company's resources may be constrained. As an expert partner for data migration,
PROSTEP understands that and assists your migration by identifying the shortcomings of your
existing systems, clarifying stakeholder expectations, and specifying new system requirements.

• Special cases involving joint ventures, spin-offs, partner integrations, etc. - Because of the flexibility of

OpenPDM Migrate, our vendor neutral connectors easily connect and migrate data from any system

to your target system. Built upon years of solid technological partnerships and combined with 25+
years of experience and industry know-how using standardized methodology and best practice, our

solutions guarantee a novel approach to solving the most complex migrations.

What OpenPDM Migrate Can Do For You
OpenPDM Migrate helps you replace your old systems quickly and efficiently without losing data.  Built tailored to your 
processes and your requirements, the solution easily supports the migration of data all at once (big-bang) or incremental with 
parallel use of old and new systems.  Combined with automated data transfer, you'll be able to migrate your data in the shortest 
amount of time, with the least amount of effort, while maximizing your efficiency and saving costs. 

If You're Facing One or More of these Scenarios, You'll Want to Consider OpenPDM Migrate
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